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I. Introduction

The Joint Workshop on Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence was

held June 1—3, 1976 at Hyannis , Massachtmetts , U. S.A. There were 1e8 papers

acti~.lly.presented end two panel discussion sessions. The estimated niriber of

parti cipants was 1.20. The workshop was organized on selected topics in pattern

recognition and artificial intelligence with the objectives of assessing the state—

of-art in both fields, examine the interrelationship between the two fields , and

defi ning the future directions and approaches in both fields . There are two

publications as a result of this meeting. One is the Conference Record published

by the IEEE Co~~uter Society in Ju1~y 1976 with IEEE Catalog N~znber 76CH1169-2C.

This record contains the abstracts of s~ st papers and short versions of 12 papers

presented at the workshop, and a detailed report of the two panel sessions • The

second publication is the Proceedings of the Workshop which has been published by

Academic Press in December 1976 wI th book catalog nunber ISBN : 0-12-180950-7

(6$ pp., $28.50). It is entitled, “Pattern Recognition end Artificial Intelligence”

and contains 28 fufl-length papers presented at the meeting which describe msny

recent and unpublished results in both fields .

This final report of the workshop provides a critical review of the technical

program of the meeting. Papers are carefully reviewed by topics . Panel sessions

are examined so that specific reco~~~ndationa for future de’velopaent in both fields

can be made • Since both fiel ds are very broad end no conference can cover them

all , •uggestionb fOr future meeting of this nat~ne are also given. Although it

does not provide ~~thematical and experimental details as the two publications

stated above , thi ~ report gives a ~~re co~~lete overview of the two fields .

II. Scene Analysis end Image Processing

An i~~ortarr~ sut~a’ct in advanced automation is the ooii~n*er vision, i.e. the

ability for the com~~ter to analyse and recognize a scene . Applications are

ni roia. For exa~~le, by analysing and understanding a scene , a eowputer can

direct a manipulator or other devices such as a mechanical ar m to pick up certain
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objects. Image processing is needed to enhance the scene or picture so that it

is easier fOr hunan to see or fOr emputer to do fw’ther processing like recognition.

The paper , “Finding structure in outdoor scenes” by B.L. Bullock deals with

the extraction of local and global structural features such as edge , line , vertex

and curve in complex outdoor scenes with natural backgrounds and man-made objects .

Experimental results along with the configuration of a “stripped down” scene

analysis system are given. In many applications, however , jut to find structure

is not enough and a ~~re complete analysis of a scene is needed. The paper “108:

A paradigs for integrating image se~~entation end interpretation” by J.M. Tenenbauni

and E .G. Barrow describes interactive procedures for interpretation gui ded

segeentation which make use of di verse sources of knowledge such as relations

between adjacent regions . The procedures are , however, computationally inefficient

and require a lot of pirori knowledge. The paper , “Relaxation labelling local

ambiguity, and low-level vision” by S.W . Zucker describes the use of knowledge in

the fo rm of constraint or compatibility expressions by relaxation labelling

processes to reduce or re~~ve ambiguities in local descriptions of a picture.

Relaxation labelling processes are techniques for deciding as~ng alternative

symbolic interpret ations for local variables. This is a good example of the

application of image understanding to image processing.

The paper , “Region ext raction using boundary following” by S.A. Dudani deals

with the region extract ion of binary pictures by boundary following algorithm

which employee search and fOllow strategies and by’ silhouette generati on whi ch

uses a region crossing function with combinational logic representation . Al.thou*

the technique. are useful for noise zeucval , extraction of single and multiple

objects in an iaage,etc., their applications are limited to veil—defi ned image.

excluding fOr example the complex outside scenes. Getting back to the blocks

world, the paper “Structural iso~~rphism of picture graphs” by E.C. Preuder

describes a truly unique ides of structural isomorphism which preserves structural

descriptions end captures our intuitive ides of structural similarity of picture

graphs .
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In the image processing ares, the paper “Interactive screening of

reconnaissance imagery ” by G.C. Stockiw~ end L.N. Kanal. describes the hardware

and slgorithss of an interactive system where the hiaan user ii responsible fOr

the complex task and relieved of the trivial . Such interactive system is more

feas ible then a fully automatic system for recoiwaisiance imagery screening at

least in the near future . The piper , “Detection of global linear features in

remote sensing data” by R.W • ~~rich considers the detection slgorithma including

directional filtering and global search for lineaments which frequently appear

in most large area satellite imagery. For edge detection , the paper, “Aspects of

transform method fOr curve detection” by S.D. Shapiro and the paper , “Edge

detection in noisy images using recursive digital filtering” by J.W. ~t destino

end R.W . Fries represent two distinct approaches which are both feasible fOr

practical implementation . Other related papers are “An anei,ysis of faLse color

information content in Landsat 1C8 imagery ” by E. ~ercn , and “A minicomputer

based real time eye tracking system fOr pattern. recognition applications” by

!. Corby and L.A. Gerhardt . The eye motion analysis and tracking system described

in the latter paper represents a fully operational system for husmn vision stu~~.

Mditional. papers in the image science area are: “Icv~~ rteri~ediate level

processing fOr an i ge understanding system~”, by M.D. Levine ; “Pattern recognition

in continunia -tone photographs by’ pz’econstruct ion of straight—line-segment images

and subsequent concatenation”, by E • Xabn, and “Aerial perspective-monocular depth

cue for landscape scenes” by R. Bsjcsy , !. Prie~~ .u , end 1C.R . Sloan.

III. Syntactic and Statisti cal Pattern Recognition

The syntactic and th. ststistical approac hes are now the two major approaches

to pattern recognition. Although the required mathematical background. are

different , the two approaches c~~~lemant each other well. The paper, “~~ee

lem~gmegss and syntactic pattern recognitioa” by K.8. Pu describes a generalization

-J



of one-dimensional strings to trees which are more suitable for high-gimensiona l

representation . The paper examines a simple tree grasunar inference procedures and

the application s to the classification of bubble chamber events, fi ngerprint

recognition and lan dsat data int erpr etat ion. A related paper , “Some multidi mensiona l

gramaar inference methods”, by .1J4. Brayer and JC.S. Pu describes the tree gmmaar

inference , inference by applic at ion of known fbrma as proposed by 7~vans , and the

infere nce by- selected example. This pape r along with “The derivation diagram of

a web gremaar and its ipplication to scene analysis” also by Brayer and Pu

illustrates a link between pattern recognition and artificial intelligence thro ugh

pictorial description. An example of an ar ~ ch analyze d in Winston ’s system uses

the proposed k—tail method fbr the ~~amaar inference . The paper “Syntactic

pattern recognition on the basis - of functional appro,d.mation” by T. Pavlidis

des cribe s a syntactic shape description end re cognition procedure in~ which noise

removal is performed by nongramaatical means . The polygonal approximation to

contours is much, needed fOr computer vision of fairly well-defined objects . The

research interest in classical data. analysis and statistical pattern recognition

remai ns strong as evidenced by the papers” “~~pological selection of parameters ” ,

by E. Diday ; “On the recognition of highly variable line drawings through use of

ma3d.m~.u likelihood functions ” by D. B. Cooper; “Design of optimal feature extractors

by mathematical progremeing techniques” by- R .J .P. deFigueiredo; “An evaluation

of acme featur e selection techniques ” by E.E . Gose and F.B .H. Wu; “Re cognition

experi ments with handprinted n~marals” by’ S .IC. Kwon and D.C. Lai ; “Rad A~ ,t~ii’d

and Haar transforms and thei r power spect*a In character recognition” by S. Wendling

and 0. Stamon ; “(~apl.x adaptive array filter using stochastic approximation”

by F. Everly; end “Rsny’s entr opy—its properties and use in pattern recognition”

by K. Ben-Bassst . 0 -

Tb derive the maximue advantage from both statistical and syntactic (structural )

approaches , the mixture of two approaches is discussed in “On statistical and
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structural feat ure extract ion” by C.H. (ben . Although the paper emphasizes on

the feature extraction aspect , the combined use of statistical and structural

infbrmations should be considered in all stages of a pattern recognition process .

This is particularly important when the pattern is noisy and vhan neither

statistical nor structural approach alone can provide satisfactory solution .

Implementation of the mixed model, however , is problem (pattern) dependent .

Another important problem is the comple~dty of parser in syntactic pattern

recognition. The paper, rpime/space tra deoff from the viewpoint of gramTimtical

similarity” by E.L. Bertsch deals with this subject by consideri ng time and/or

space minimization of granznatical procedures, relationships between t ime, space ,

and descriptive power, and a practical compiler-oriented technique which meets

the space requirement and error -detection facilities of simple parsers .

IV. Relation al Data Structure and Data Base ~~nagement

“The developaent and utilization of large integrated da ta bases promises to

be one ot the most important data processing activities of the next decade . By

an integrated data base , we mean one which contains all the data used by an

ent erorise in a variety of applications. There are many reasons for the ineor.

poration of heretofore sepa rate but related data bases with a high degre e of

duplication into a. single integrated one . The reduction of storage and updating

costs , and the elimination of inconsistencies that may be caused by different

copies of the data in different stages of tipdat ing, are among the more important

ones .~~
‘ The paper “Acqui sition and utilization of ac cess patterns in relational

data bas e implementatio n” by M. Hameer and A. Chan considers en implementation

of ~~ta base management system which support such int egrated data base . A

relational data base consists of a collection of relation s • A relation is a

named two-dimensional table, which has a fixed n~~~er of (named) colus~ns and en

arbitrary nusb.r of ( !aiIiIILI. ed) rows (oalled tuplee) . Relational data base languages
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provide users the abilit y to selectively retri eve or modify in dividual tuples ,

as well as insert and delete tuplea . There is also a query language processor

which translate the specification of desired infor mation into searche s on the data

base tha t utilize the precise storage structures and auxiliary access mechanisms

used to store the data . The authors have been develoning a self-ada ~tive data

base management system which monitors the access patterns end the data

charact eristics of a data base , end uses this information to adjust its nhysical

organization. The paper presents many interesting ideas on data base organization

and discusses the use of exponential smoothing techniques in the deviation of

parameters needed by a cost model , as well as the need for heuristics in solving

the index selection problem. A closely related paper , “DErECP~ - A deductive query

language for relational data bases” by C .L. Cbang concerns more specific a.l],y with

the language for inferences in a relational data base, becaus e some infor mation

nay not be explicitly stored. Illustrated by examples , the language ~~1XT~~ allows

one to state “queries, axioms, preferences , and heuristics .”

A different data structure problem is discussed in ~‘A data structure which

can learn simple programs from examples of input-output” , by LB. Banerji The

structure of the language based. purely on algebraic or str uctur al-linguistic

models is inadequate for handlin g descriptions which depend on complex relations

in the objects being classified. The power of a.t least parts of ü -order predicate

calculus is needed using n-ery relations with arbitrarily high n. Of the three

algorithes described in the paper , recognition and constructi on are very efficient

being based on the concept of a search-tree rather than that of graph matching.

The leart iing algorithm developed use sequential question-answer technique , and can

learn from emample or counter—example conjunction descriptions.

A third aspect of data structures is on picture data struct ure and picture

data base management , which consists of two papers , “An iconiofaymbolic data 
0

structuring scheme” by S .L. Tanimoto and “DABI - A data base for image analysis
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with nondeterministi c inferen ce capability ” by Y. Yekimovsky and H. Cunningham.

These effort s are important for the automatic data base design in pictorial

information processing

V. Language Understanding and Speech Recognition

Although there are only thre e pap ers directly involved in the speech area,

they are represent ing the most up—to—date develo~inent in this important area.

The BBN Speech Understan ding System is discussed in “Knowledge, hypotheses , and

contro l in the H1~IM speech understanding system” by J.J . Wolf. The paper tllustrste&

very nicely the use of both pat tern recognition and artificial intelligence

techniques in a complex tspeec h ) pattern understanding system . Pattern recognition

techniques are usually employed at the inter faces to the speech signal , while

Al techniques are used to orga nize the understanding process. In the HWI M system ,

the knowledge sources at the levels of acoustic— phonetics , phonolo~ r , vocabulary ,

syntax , semantics , factual knowledge, and discourse are realized in the nine

f~ ictional components of the system. The paper also discusses the control

strate~ r for generating, evaluating, and extending hypotheses into a complete

understanding of the spoken utterance.

The papers , “Statistical modeling and automatic para met er estimation in

speech recognition” by L . R. Bahl , et . al. and the paper , “Di stance measures fbr

speech recognition - psychological and instrumental’~ by P. Mermelatein are

concerned with the statistical. models and signal processing approach to speech

recognition . A more complete report of related work is in the book “Speech

Recognit ion edited. by D.R. Red Z ’ and published by Acade~~c Press , Inc. 1975 .

VI. Biomediciane

The paper , “Pictorial, medical, pattern recogniti on” by R. K .  Huang and R.S .

Ledley describes six di f ferent applications of pictori al medical pattern 0

recognition. It provi des the most comprehen sive tre atment on the broad aig,ject of



biomedicine. One of the six areas is discussed in much greater detail by S.J .

D~iyer , R .W . McLaren and C.A . Har].ow in “Computer-ai ded di agnosis of breast canc er

from thermography .” Biomedicine is certainly en ar ea whi ch derives considerable

benefi t from the development of pattern recognition and art ificial intelli gence

techniques. We hope papers on P1 in medi cine are available in future meetings

The remaining two papers : “An adaptive method for EEC analysis” by B. Vachon and

B. Dubuisson , and “On the Bayesian approach and ?jr opic policies in sequential

classifi cation with special. emphasis on computer —ai ded diagnosis of endocrinologic

disorde rs ” , by M. Ben-Bassat , are both concern ed with the use of statistical

methods in biomedicine.

VII. Production Systema and Knowledge —Based Systeme

The paper , “Serial pattern acquisitton : a production system approach” by

D.A . Waterman describes a learning technique for finding regularities in sequential

patterns . Learning proceeds by fi rst assuming that only one element in a parti cular

pattern context is relevant and then, as this is proven false , fall ing back to

the less general assumption that other elements in that pattern context are also

relevant . When the learning phase is complete , the system has learned which

pattern elements are relevant given any parti cular pattern context . The production

system learnin ,~ technique presented may more closely model human sequence

predi ction than sequence extrapolation. The paper thus not only demonstrates an

arti ficial intelli gence implementation of sequence ext rapolation , but also

provides a mode,.. of himen problem solving .

Speaking more in engineering terms , the papers , “Pattern s of induction and

associated knowledge acquisition algorithms” , and “Knowledge representation,

organization , and control in large-scale pattern based understanding systems”

by F. Hayes-Roth provide an excellent philoso~~~ical discussion of “knowledge

engineering.” He points out that the major obstacles to the implement ation of
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complex understanding systems are : (1) representing and organizing the nus~ rous

patterns and inferential rules pertinent to the task ; (2) determining what

behaviors to ccmpute end how to rep resent thei r results ; and (3 )  organizing and

controlling the computation as efficiently as possible . These proble ms are

considered by the author. The author also exam ines three t~vpes of general learning

problems related to pattern classification, rule induction , and syntax learning.

Each of these is approached within the theoretical. framework of a related pattern

of induction or learn ing paradiga. A pattern of induction Is an analytical

framework which relates and organizes the various components of learning problem

and its solution . Four components of the in duction pettern are : (1) a model of a

knowledge—based system whi ch defines a body of knowledge or information and a

behavior generating function which operates an the knowledge to produce observable

behaviors, (2) a collection of observed behaviors which constitute the training

data for the induction algorithm, ( 3) a learning algorithm whi ch operates on the

training data to infer the knowledge which produces or “causes” the observed

behavior , and ~~ an induction theory which relates a learning algorithm to a

prestmed behavior generator .

Both papers by F. Hayes-Roth emohaaize on the interfaces between , and the

co~~~n need of , artificial intelligence and pattern recognition . Some of the

problems facing the two fields are clearly stated. “Thus, to a large extent , the

immediate need fur general learning procedures in Al is to automate much of the

work of knowledge programming. The field of PR , on the other han d, needs general.

learning procedures because the conventional methods of pattern descripti on end

learning &‘ not perform well in most complex envi ronment8 • The inadequacy of

the well known dimensional , parametric , and syntactic techniques of representation

and classification is made apparent by their inability to contribute significant ly

to modern Al understanding systems . In short , the field of PR has reached a point
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where its principal tools no longer seem sufficiently suited to the recognition

proble ms being encountere d. The development of general learning procedures which

can generate ay~~olic pattern rep resent ations and facilit at e improved classification

in such domains is a goal of great import an ce for the PR field. ”

VIII. Computer Graphics

A major problem in three-dimensional computer graphics is that of making

available to the computer descriptions of complex objects in a form suitable for

various graphics manipulations . The pap er “W lding computer clay-steps toward a

computer graphics sculptors ’ studio” by B. Ch andrasekaran and R.E . Pare nt discuss

some of the issues involved in the design of an inter active minicomputer-based 3—D

data generation system. It also describes the creation of a sculptor’s studio—

like environment , in whi ch the “sculptors ’ can create complex 3—D objects in the

computer, as if moulding a piece of clay in the machine. Almost all sculpting

operations call the basic intersection algorithm described in the paper. The

paper also discusses a fast , efficient hidden—line processing routine. The authors

are concerned with the computationa l and implementation limitations which are

important considerations in the computer graphics . Development of pattern

recognit ion and artifici al intelligence requires zaich man-machine interactions .

Computer graphics definitely plays a significant role in both fields . Along the

direction of man-machine interaction , the paper , “Displaying hi~ i—dimensional

data fOr interactive pattern analysis” by Y. T. (~ ien deals with the interactive

pattern recognition which becomes increasingly importaht in many practica l.

applications .

IX. Game—Playing Programs

For games like chess , it is necessary not only to find the evaluation function

scoring the moves or the board positions but also to control the growth of the tree.

The strength of the chess gran~~~ster is not that he generates larger trees , but

that he chooses very well the moves that he considers at every level in the tree
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Cress playing programs are very ineffi cient in that way: they cannot accurately
j udge the value of the moves , so they consider too many moves . Althongh computers
are faster than the h~~ in brai n , they cannot go as deep as a grendmaater in the t ree .
It would be interesting to have a program learning to choose the moves which have
to be considered in the tree . The paper “A program for learning to play chess ”
by J. Pitrat describes a program which understands a combination, performs
simplication and generalization of trees , generates procedures and can learn with
or without a teacher.

Computer game-playing has always provided tim and better underRt ending about
machine inte lligence . Continued interest , which now emists , on computer game—
playing will be hel.pful to the progress in artificial intelligence .

X. Distortion Modeling

In addi ti on to statistic al and syntactic theories in pattern recognition,
distortion modeling may be considered as another , but closely related, theory in
pattern recognition . The paper , “Pattern reoogniti6n using degenerate reference
data” by J .R. Ullmann is one of ~everel art icles by the author whi ch discuss this
subject . This paper is conceri~ed with distortions that map a two—dimensional
space into a two-dimensional space • The distortion modeling appears to be most
suitabl e fOr handprinted character recognition ehi ch is used fOr illustrative
purpose. When the two-dimensional, pattern space is distorted, the disto rtion takes
each black point to exactly one black point in the distorted apace , and the same
is true for white points . Furthermo re the ~~stortion takes each point that lies
on a black/white edge to a point that lies cc a. black /white edge. Under thes e
aaaiaaptions , the author considers degenerate nearest neighbor method which requires
one single omp].tcated computation per class instead of one computatict per reference
sample , an iterative nearest neighbor method using degenerate reference data, and
the experimental •ubstituticm/reject relations for Bledose end Browning ’s method
and the proposed method. The ideas of distortion modeling given in the paper,
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while remsining to be tested with di fferent patterns, appear to be useful , after

suitabl e modifications , for maz~r pattern recognition and scene analysis problems

XI. Panel Discussion Session I

The complete report of Panel Discussion on Artificial Intell igence and Pattern

Recognition is given as Report A , pp. 127-176 of the workshop record. Readers are

urged to consult the Record for full details . The general views among the panelist s

are quite different . Some feel that the two fields are essentially the same field

or one problem area . E. ”. Risenmn describes a contr ast of pattern recognition and

artificial intelligence approaches to proble ms by examini.ng a specific applicati on

of each to a problem of pattern inference . In pattern re cognit ion , information

about the problem is usually limited by the primitive features which define the

patt ern space . In AX the state—space represent ation is au~ nented by semantic

knowledge of the problem domain which provides a global view of the meaning of

the patterns .

Several pane l members rep orted more specific results . A.R . Hanson and

E. M. Riseman reported a general. computer vision system designed to segaent and

interpret natural scenes . They described the dat a structures required fOr

representing a visual model, and some considerations in the control st ruct ures

required tO : interfacin g processes utilizing diverse forms of knowledge. D. Kozakos

described a Bayes linear feature extraction technique for a wide class of statistics.

R B. Ives considered the important problem of fcat~we and decision function

selection with the short period seismogz ema for the detect ion of nuclear

detonations from seismic signatures. The seismic dat a base he establishe d has

been very helpful to seismic studies in the pattern recognition comaunity.

A.D.C. Holden reported two AX research are as : (1) the problem of finding, and

tracking objects in cine—tilms or television signals with very poor quality ,

noisy images , and (2) the design of spoken computer language.
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E.E . Gose remarked that an artificial “superintelligence” which would be

able to solve a large nusber of problems in the broad area of pattern recognition

is not available In the foreseeable fut ur e. On the other hand, “si~ erinteUigence”

has alrea dy been achieved in limited are as , as the computers have already

surpassed certain h~man abi lities . J.SKlansky sui~~arized the major characteristics

and cur rent t rends of the PR-AX field in six categories : (i) model-building,

(2) search strategies, (3) languages , ( Z )  hardware , (5) knowledge..based a3ratevis ,

and (6) training and learning ,

The stron g inte rest in the development of PR & AX as e~q ressed by panelists

and audience has been most encouraging. Indeed, “the future is very bri ght” in
both fields (or PR-AX field) , by using the words of Dr. M.M. A~drev . Although it

has appeared to be the trend in bath fields that more is promised than accomplished,

the hope that n~re can be accomplished is most si~nificsnt . If one looks back

into what has been accomplished in the past two decades, he will be convinced

that much more can be done now and in the near future . A continuing effort that

is much needed is to prove whatever techn ique develOped to be practic ally feasible

in certain application(s).

XII . Panel Discussion Session TI

The second pane ], session organi zed and chaired by ’ M. Weinstein is on scene

analysis which is of mutual interest to both PR and Al grot~s • Panel members

include B. Baj csy , E.M. Riseman , J.M. Tenenba~in, and S .W. Zucker. A sket chy report

of the session is on R eport B of workshop Records . However, much more was discussed

than was printed . The discussion was focused on different viewnoints of computer

vision and implementation techniques with illustrative examples. R. Baj cay

described the analysis and description of landscape scenes with colored images .

E.M. Risaman provided an overview of VISION which is a scene an alysis system.

J .14. Tenenbatmz described a working scene interpretation program, called MSYS, in

whi ch knowledge sour ces compete and cooperat e until a consistent explanati on of



the scene emerges by- consensus • S .W. Zucke r reiterated the relaxation labelling

orocess and the reduction of local a~~iguity .

Scene analysis is now a rapidly.growing area. Its co~~~rcial applications

should be available in the near fut ure. The development of standard data sets and

portable software would be of great value in the evolution of this area.

XIII. Recoemendation and Acceasment foi Future Development

As the pattern re cognition and artificial intelligence fields become increas-

ingly more diversified in theo ry and practice , great care must be taken to examine

the limit ations and feasibilities of all techn iques . The two fields could be in

trouble if useful products in software and hardware cannot be made available fOr

many practical needs . Thus the practical applications should play a much more

important role than the explosive growth of journal papers of the two fielda in

the next two decades . The two fields should have more interaction each other

and with other fields like the new electronics technolo~ r , digital signal

processing, progr~~~ing languages , etc.

Further improvement of the existing techniq,ues should have higher priority

than trying new ones . This i~ particularly important in pattern recognition in

which practical constraints make many existing techniques useless • In artificial

intelligence , however , more ideas and techniques need be developed. Successful

mpplicatio ns to many real life problems remain to be seen .

XIV. Suggestions fbi Futuie Meeting

(1) Al in biomedicine ;

(2) Description and recognition of three—dimensional obj ects; 3—D object

reconstruction;

(3) New ckvelopeent in software and hsrt~ are;

(4) Relation with psychologr - better understanding of human recognition

process and nipula tion of intelligence.

(5) Automatic theorem proving.

?‘bre AX paper. are strongly recomeended fbi future meeting..
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